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Abstract 
We use the Z-algebra theory developed by J. Lepowsky and R. Wilson to study the structure 
of level three standard modules for the affine Lie algebra A y’ in the principal picture. We get 
their linear bases in terms of Z-operators. As a consequence we give Z-algebra proofs of the 
conjectures of Capparelli (1993) on two combinatorial identities. 
1. Introduction 
In 1981, Lepowsky and Wilson introduced “Z-algebras” [6] to understand the 
structure of standard modules for affine Lie algebras and the Lie theoretic significance 
of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities. In [6-S], they demonstrated that Z-algebras 
and the representation theory of affine Lie algebras can be used to prove combina- 
torial identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type and also that combinatorial identities 
of Rogers-Ramanujan type can be used to study representations for affine Lie 
algebras. 
There are various “pictures” of affine Lie algebras for us to study their representa- 
tions, associated with different gradations. The so-called “principal picture”, used in 
[S-S], proves to be a very useful one. The corresponding characters of standard 
modules are called principally specialized characters. In this introduction, and 
throughout this paper, we restrict our attention to the principal picture. In [S], using 
Z-algebra theory, Lepowsky and Wilson gave an explicit construction of the standard 
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modules at all levels for the affine Lie algebra A, (l) in the principal picture. Meurman 
and Prime [lo] introduced a somewhat different but related approach to do so. From 
1980s to now, there have been a lot of papers, using the techniques of [7, lo], on the 
structure of standard modules for affine Lie algebras. Some papers related directly to 
the present paper are listed in the references. It should be noted that the principally 
specialized characters of standard modules studied in these papers have well-known 
product forms and summation forms in terms of certain partitions of nonnegative 
integers. It was Capparelli who first conjectured two new combinatorial identities of 
RogerssRamanujan type (see [2, Theorem 211) from the study of level three standard 
modules for A?‘, using the approach of [lo]. Later, Andrews [l] proved one of them 
using the combinatorial methods he had developed. 
In this paper, we use a different approach from that of Capparelli, i.e., the Z-algebra 
theory developed in [7], to study the explicit construction of level three standard 
modules for Ai2) in the principal picture. As a consequence we give Z-algebra proofs 
for both of Capparelli’s conjectures. 
2. Preliminaries and notations 
In this section we will recall some notations and facts from [7]. The minor changes 
in notation will be self-explanatory. For more details, see [7]. 
Throughout this paper, N is the set of nonnegative integers, Z is the set of integers, 
Q is the set of rational numbers, @ is the set of complex numbers. 
Let g be a simple Lie algebra of type A2 over the complex number field C, a the 
principal Cartan subalgebra of g and @ the root system of g with respect to a, and 
(. , . ) the symmetric invariant bilinear form on g which is normalized (i.e., the highest 
root has square length 2). We identify a with its dual space a* via (. , . ). Fix an 
ordered set {ai, a2} of simple roots of @ such that 
(al, Ul> = (a23 x2> = 2, (Ml, a2> = -1. (2.1) 
Note that 
a = span {xi, u2}. (2.2) 
Let v be the principal automorphism of g of order 6 and its restriction on a be given 
as follows: 
v:c?1 H - 4, cQHC(l +a,. (2.3) 
Consequently, we have 
V(Q) = -Q, v2@1) = -c(1 - Q, v3(cQ) = -cIi, v4(cL1) = M2, 
VS(cri) = CIi + c12. (2.4) 
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So @ is invariant and has only one orbit under the action of the group (v) generated 
by v. For the convenience of later use we set 
c11 = ci, (2.5) 
and put the above arguments into the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. For the root system @ and the principal automorphism v, we have 
@= (v).a = {q, -c$, --ccl -cQ, -ccl, c12, a1 +tl*). 0 
For p E Zhr write 
gp = {xEglv(x) = OPX}, 
where o is the standard primitive 6th root of unity, i.e., 
W= 
l+J-3 
2 . 
Then 
9 = L1 gp. 
PEG 
For ieZ, we set 
% = gi(mod6). 
Construct the twisted affine Lie algebra 
fJ(V)=Ugi@ti@ Cc@@d 
is72 
with the Lie bracket given by 
cc, B WI = 0, 
[X 0 t’, Y 0 tj] = [X, Y] @ t’+j + *(X5 Y)di+j,oC, 
[d, x 0 t’] = ix @ t’, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where i, j E H, x E gi and y E gj. Note that c is a central element and, if we define 
deg(c) = deg(d) = 0, (2.15) 
deg(x@ t’) = i (xEgi, iEZ), (2.16) 
then d is the degree operator, i.e., 
[d, gi @ t’] c gi @ t’. (2.17) 
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Also note that with this degree notation we have 
Gtv) = fl!3Cv>i (2.18) 
isZ 
B(v)0 = cc @ cd (2.19) 
G(V)i=gi@ti (iE7-0). (2.20) 
We know that g(v) is isomorphic to the principal realization of the twisted affine Lie 
algebra of type Ai” (cf. [7]). 
Let {ee, el, Jo, fr, he, h,) be a system of canonical generators of g(v) viewed as 
a principal realization of the twisted affine Lie algebra of type A?‘. Note that 
c = 2he + hr (2.21) 
and that 
t = span{&, hr, d} 
is a Cartan subalgebra of B(v). 
Define ai for i E Z by 
ai = Clngi. (2.23) 
It is easy to see the following 
Lemma 2.2. For the Cartan subalgebra a, we have 
up = span{cc, + w~c(~}, p = 1,5, 
a, = a2 = a3 = a4 = 0, 
a = a, + as. q 
Set 
Then the subalgebra 
(2.22) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
s:=%_@@c@a+ (2.28) 
is called the principal Heisenberg subalgebra of g(v). 
Denote by L(i), AE~* dominant integral (i.e., (2, ho)E N and (2, h,)EN), the 
standard module for B(v) with the highest weight 1, i.e., irreducible and integrable (i.e., 
for any u EL(~), there exists a positive integer N such that e$. u = ey. v =foN. v = 
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ey.u = 0) module with highest weight A. Let sZ(L(A)) be the space of highest weight 
vectors in L(i) for 5, i.e., 
cqL(/l)) = {UEL(A)Iit+.U = O}. (2.29) 
By [7, Proposition 5.41, L(1) is completely determined by Q(L(A)). The central 
element c acts on L(A) as a scalar multiplication by a nonnegative integer A(c)E N, 
called the level of L(A). 
For x E g, write 
x= J$p’ (2.30) 
i&g 
where xp E gp. For any i E H, set 
xi = Xi(mod 6). (2.31) 
This notation will cause a confusion for c1r and u2, but the context will help clarify its 
meaning. 
For a formal variable [ and a standard module (L(A), 7~) for Q(v), define for /? E @ and 
a positive integer r~ N, the formal Laurent series in [-’ when applied to a vector of 
L(A) 
X(j3, i) = C n((xp)i 0 ti)ii9 
isL 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
nB(i) = C r(Bj 0 t’)i’ (2.34) 
id 
and 
where rc is the representation corresponding to L(1) and xg is a nonzero root vector for 
the root /I. We can and do choose xg such that 
vpxp = x,pg (2.36) 
for 0 I p I 5. When the representation rc is understood, and r equals the level of L(A), 
we shall sometimes write E * (/I, 0 and Z(/?, [) for E * (/?, [, n, r) and Z( /?, [, rc, r), 
respectively. 
Let 
Z(13,C) = 1 Z&0)5’. 
id 
(2.37) 
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It easily follows from the definition that, for /?E @ and PE&, 
Z(vPB, i) = Z(P, oP5), 
Zi(V”p) = WpiZi(p). 
We have [7] 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
Q&(l)) = span{zj,(r,)...Zj,(I,)."~}, (2.40) 
where n 2 0, j,, . . . ,j,EZ, rl, . . . , Y, E @ and vA is a highest weight vector of L(A). 
Therefore, in view of (2.39) and Lemma 2.1, we have 
51(L(~))=Span{Zj,(a)...Zj,(cc).t’nln2O,j,, . . ..jnEZ}. (2.41) 
Use E(& y) to denote the Lie algebra structure constants 
CX,? x,1 = 4PY Y)Xp+y (2.42) 
and recall the b-function for a formal variable [, 
SK) = clli (2.43) 
icz 
and the notation 
(2.44) 
We have the following generalized commutation relations due to Lepowsky and 
Wilson [7]. 
Proposition 2.3 (Generalized commutation relations). Let iI and cz be two commuting 
formal variables. Then on a level three standard module L(A), we have 
F F Z(a,idZ(a,iJ -F 0 2 
1 
=- 6 
where 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
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and for a formal variable i 
(2.47) 
We will get more 
Proposition 3.11). 
generalized commutation relations in the next section (see 
3. Generating function identities 
In this section we will obtain generalized anti-commutation relations and gener- 
alized commutation relations different from those due to Lepowsky and Wilson [7] 
for Z-operators. 
For i = 0, 1, define h? and d* as follows: 
h: (hj) = 6i,j (j = 0, 1) and h* (d) = 0; (3.1) 
d*(hj) = 0 (j = 0, 1) and d*(d) = 1. (3.2) 
For a dominant integral weight ,?E t*, let L(A) denote the corresponding 
standard G(v)-module. Note that for 1~ t* and mE@, L(md*) is one-dimensional 
and ,!,(A + md*) is isomorphic to L(A) 0 L(md*) as G(v)-modules. Therefore, to 
study level three standard modules, it suffices to study L(3hl) and L(h,* + h: - d*). 
It is useful to observe the following fact. Its proof is straightforward and hence 
omitted. 
Lemma 3.1. Let v1 be a nonzero highest weight vector of L(h:). Then (fi .vl) @ v1 
- v1 @ (fi .vl)EL(hl) @ L(h:) is a nonzero highest weight vector (i.e., eo.vl @ v1 = 
el~vl@vl =0) with weight h,*-d*. Hence (fi.vl)@ul - ul@(fi~vl) generates 
a submodule of L(h:) @ L(h:) which is isomorphic to L(h,* - d*). Consequently, 
L(hZ + hT - d*) is a submodule of L(hl) 0 L(h:) @ L(h:). 0 
The principally specialized character x(R(L(1)) of sZ(L(I)) has a known product 
expansion (cf. [S]). We have 
X(Q(U3h:))) = n (1 - CO-i, 
nt 1. 
n = +2, +3(mod 12) 
(3.3) 
and 
X(R(L(h,* + h: - d*))) = (1 - 4”). 
n= +l, +3, +S(mod 12) 
(3.4) 
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We shall denote by rtl the representation corresponding to the basic A?‘- 
module L(h:) and let rc = 7c1 0 n1 0 nl. Denote by cl the nonzero complex 
number 
Cl := c(cI1,711):= h:((x,,),). (3.5) 
Using a formal variable [ we define the following formal Laurent series in [ - ’ when 
applied to a vector of L(h:) 0 L(h:) 0 L(hl) [7]: 
Z(l)(~l,i,71,3)=~1E-(-2~l,i,711,3)E+(-2Cl,r,nl,3)0E-(a,i,711,3)E+(a,5,711,3) 
@E-(cG~,~I, 3)E+(a, i, n1,3), (3.6) 
Z(‘)(~(,i,~,3)=clE-(cr,i,nl,3)E+(a,i,~1,3)0E-(-2a,i,n,,3) 
xE+(-2c(,5,711,3)0E-(tl,i,711,3)E+(a,5,71,,3), (3.7) 
Z’3’(~i,~,3)=clE-(~,i,nl,3)E+(cc,i,7t,,3)OE-(~,i,711,3)E+(~,i,~1,3) 
OE-(-2c(,i,n1,3)E+(-2a,i,n1,3). (3.8) 
We have [7] 
Z(cr, {, n, 3) = i z”‘(cr, i, n, 3). (3.9) 
i=l 
We shall write Z”‘(cr, [) for Z”‘(a, c, n, 3) (i = 1, 2, 3) and Z(a, [) for Z(a, [, rc, 3). Also 
for i = 1,2 or 3, let 
(3.10) 
Z(% i) = 1 zjl! (3.11) 
jd 
Lemma 3.2. For a formal variable (‘, we have 
Proof. First we observe that 
(3.12) 
1 + 13 = (1 + [)(l + 02i)(l + 04i), (3.13) 
1 -r-3 = (1 - c-1)(1 - w2[-‘)(1 - 04[-‘). (3.14) 
Now the lemma follows by using 
(&+)y$) = (1 - 5)(1 + 021)(f + 041) (1 + i)(l - 021)(f - 0°C) 
6 2 2 =_1+_---- 
l+i l-o21 1 - CO41 
(3.15) 
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and the fact 
1 1 
1--c+ 1 _ a-‘[-’ 
= 1 + 6(a[) (3.16) 
forO#ae@. 0 
For a formal variable i we use G(i) to denote the following formal power series 
61 
(3.17) 
Before we state our next result, we make a convention here: from now on, for every 
reQ and two commuting formal variables iI and iz, the binomial (iI + iz)’ is 
understood to be expanded in nonnegative integral powers of the second variable t2, 
i.e., 
(iI + i2)’ = 1 
iEN 0 ; K’G, (3.18) 
where for ig N 
r 0 r(r-l)...(r-ii+) = i i! (3.19) 
For convenience we let 
v = L(hf) 0 L(hF) 0 L(hf). (3.20) 
Proposition 3.3 (Generalized partial anti-commutation relations). Let iI and c2 be 
two commuting formal variables. The operators Z’j’(cc, ii), i = 1,2 and j = 1,2,3, have 
the following relations in (End V){[r, i,}, 
12 Z’j’(cr, [r)Z(j)(c(, c2) + G - Z”‘(a, [2)Z(j)(cq [r) 
0 i, 
and 
G L Z(“)(M, [l)Zc”‘(~ i ) + 
0 12 
9 2 
) 
where je {u, II, t} = { 1,2,3}. 
(3.21) 
G ; Z(“)(c(, [2)Z(u)(c4 iI) 
0 1 
(3.22) 
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Proof. Using (3.6)-(3.8) and [7, Proposition 3.41, we have 
(3.23) 
where P is the tensor product of three factors, the jth tensorand being 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(3.24) 
and for i #j, the ith tensorand being 
E-(cr,r,,~n,,3)E-(cc,12,711,3)E+(~1,11,711,3)E+(~1,12,711,3). 
Therefore by Lemma 3.2, 
(3.25) 
Now from (2.4) 
thanks to [7, Propositions 3.9(2) and 3.2(2)]. Similarly, 
and 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
6(-~)-P=*(-~).l. (3.29) 
Hence from (3.26), we have proved (3.21). 
To prove (3.22), we observe that using (3.6)-(3.8) and [7, Proposition 3.73, we have 
i2 + 51 ZCU)(tL, &)Z(“)(cI, 12) = c: .-. i,” + i: -1’3 
12--il C-E ( 1 .Q3 
(3.30) 
where Q is the tensor product of three tensorands, the uth tensorand being 
E-(-2a,51,711,3)E-(~1,12,711, 3)E+(-2a,i,,nl,3)E+(cc,iz,711,3), (3.31) 
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the 0th tensorand being 
E-(cr,il,nl,3)E-(-2u,12,7C1,3)E+(CI,11,711,3)E+(-22GL,12,n,,3), (3.32) 
while the tth tensorand being 
E-(cc,51,n,,3)E-(a,1*,~nl,3)E+(cr,11,~1,3)E+(cr,iz,711,3). (3.33) 
Hence 
G ; Z(“)(u, (l)Z(")(u, c2) + G $ Z'"'(u, [2)Z(u)(u, cl) 0 2 0 1 
Here we have used 
(3.34) 
12+r1 11+12 il 
PC 
52-i1-k12 26 r, 0 
(3.35) 
and 
.Q = $Z”‘(a, - c2). (3.36) 
(by [7, Propositions 3.2 and 3.91). This proves the proposition. 0 
The next proposition follows immediately from Proposition 3.3 and Eq. (3.9). 
Proposition 3.4 (Generalized anti-commutation relations). Let il and C2 be two com- 
muting formal variables. Then in (End L(1)) {iI, i2> we have 
Z(451)Z(4 12) + G p Z(412)Zh11) 
0 1 
-2z(Cr, -[&+)-!k,+k)}. 0 
Lemma 3.5. For a formal variable [, we have 
(Ad)’ - (A&)’ = 4(W(-0, 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
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and 
l+i l-C3 1 +c-’ 1 -[-3 
l_i’l-13-’ 1-i-l 1+i- 
= - &{Cqwll) - S(o[)}. (3.39) 
Proof. (3.38) follows from 
1-c 2 (4 1+5 = 1+4 f n(- l)“i” n=l 
(cf. [3, (3.4.5)]). To prove (3.39), we observe from (3.13) that 
l+[ l-C3 (1 - w2<)(1 - 041) - . 
1-c 1+13= (1 + w21)(1 + W”i) 
i 
1 
=l-& A-p 
1 + CO45 I . 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Now (3.39) follows from (3.16). 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let cl and i2 be two commuting formal variables. For i = 1,2 or 3, let 
Ai(il,i,)E(EndL(h:))(i,,iz) such that @?= 1 Ai c2) makes sense (i.e., the coefi- 
cients of c; c$ (r, s E C) in @f= 1 A,([1 2 (‘2) are j ‘t nz e sums when applied to any vector of 
V). Then in (End V) {i,, i2} we have 
i,z &.(l 5 ) = i AlC: i 1 O&(~I,L)@A~(~I~JL) a Y, 1 1’ 2) ( f ai, l’ ‘) ’ 
for t = 1,2 (the right-hand side makes sense). 
Proof. This lemma can be checked directly by writing 
AAil, 52) = c @“GG 
u, veZ 
where a:*“EEnd L(hr). 0 
(3.44) 
Let 5 be a formal variable. For u, v, te { 1,2, 3) and {u, v, t} = { 1,2, 3}, define 
a formal Laurent series in [ - ’ when applied to a vector of V 
Y(“*“‘(i)E(End V){c} (3.45) 
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as the tensor product of three factors, the uth tensorand being 
E-(@I + 2~2, i, 7~13 3)E+(% + 2~2, i, x1,3), 
the vth tensorand being 
E-(-2a, - k 5, n,, 3)~+(-2~ - az, i, 7t1, 3) 
and the tth tensorand being 
E-(@I -Q,~,~I,~)E+(MI -~,5,~1,3). 
Define 
Y(C) = c Y’“~“‘(~). 
l<U#VS3 
Write 
Y(i) = C Yiji. 
id 
Lemma 3.7. Let [ be a formal variable. We have 
Proof. From (2.4) we have 
v2(cxr + 2t12) = c(r - ci2, V4(Ml + 2a2) = -2a1 - CQ, 
v2(-2cQ - ccz) = GLI + 2a2, 
v4(-2crl - tq) = cc1 - CQ, v2(q - ct2) = -2cQ - ‘x2, 
v4(a1 - c(2) = Lx1 + 2c?*. 
65 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
Now the lemma follows from the definition of Y (‘,“) by using [7, Proposition 3.21. 0 
The following corollary follows from Lemma 3.7 and the definitions. 
Corollary 3.8. For iEZ, we have 
yi = (1 +&i + &i)(Yj1.2) + y/2,1)). 0 (3.56) 
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Corollary 3.9. For i E Z, we have 
Yi = 
0 ij”ifO(mod3), 
3(y/:!‘J’ + yi(2.1) ) ifi=O(mod3). 
Proof. This corollary follows from Corollary 3.8 by using the fact 
1 + &i + 04i = 
0 ifi$O(mod3), 
3 ifi-0(mod3). q 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
For a formal variable [, we use H(c) to denote the formal power series 
Recall that we already have some generalized commutation relations (Proposition 
2.3). Now we are in a position to get more. 
Proposition 3.10 (Generalized partial commutation relations). Let iI and t2 be two 
commuting formal variables. Then in (End V) {(‘, , c2} we have 
H p Z(‘)(cl, il)Z@)(cI, [2) - H ; Z”‘(Cr, [2)z(*)(c(, Cl) 0 2 0 1 
=4&M) -F ) 
( 1 2 
where r = 1,2 or 3, and 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
where {u, u, t} = (1,2, 3). 
Proof. Using the definition of Z(‘)(SI, [) and [7, Proposition 3.41 along with Lemma 
3.5, we have 
(3.42) 
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(3.63) 
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where J is the tensor product of three factors, the sth factor being 
E-(cl,i,,711,3)E-(~1,1*,711,3)E+(~1,11,711,3)E+(~1,12,nl,3) 
for s # Y, the rth tensorand being 
Now the first relation of this proposition follows from [7, Propositions 3.9(4) and 
3.2(3)] and Lemma 3.6. To prove the second relation, we use [7, Proposition 3.41 and 
Lemma 3.5 to get 
= -~is(d k) - $+)}.Q, 
where Q is the tensor product of three factors, the uth tensorand being 
E-(-2% C&, ~1, 3)E-(cl, 12, ~1, 3)E+(-2G1, cl? xl, w(4 12, ~1, 3), 
the uth tensorand being 
E-k cl? xl> 3)-!-(-2c(, 12, ~1, 3)E+(& cl, ~1, 3)E+(-h 12, ~1, 3) 
the tth tensorand being 
E-k, il, xl, 3)E-(a, i2, nl,3)Ef(a,11,nl,3)E+(cr,12,711,3). 
Now using (2.4) and [7, Propositions 3.9(2) and 3.2(2)] we have 
and 
.Q = y(“J’(-~2)~ . 
The second relation in the proposition follows. IJ 
(3.65) 
(3.66) 
(3.67) 
(3.68) 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.10 and the 
definitions. 
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Proposition 3.11 (Generalized commutation relations). Let cl and l2 be two commut- 
ing formal variables. Then in (End I’) {ii, 12) we have 
0 (3.71) 
4. Straightening of monomials 
In this section we use the generalized commutation relations and anti-commutation 
relations that we developed in Sections 2 and 3 to obtain a spanning set for Q(L(A)), 
where 1= 3h: or h,* + h: - d*. 
For n > 0 we define 
t:B”-+Z”; 
(ii 9 . . . ) i,)H(il + 
a map 
... + i,, i2 + ... + i,, . . . , i,_l + i,, i,). (4.1) 
Let I, denote the product ordering on Z”, that is, 
(i i, . . . , i,) Ip(jl, . . . ,j,) 0 il Ij,, . . . , i, Ij,. (4.2) 
We also define a partial ordering I, on Z” by 
(i r, . . . , i,) s(j,, . . . ,j,) - s(il, . . . , i,) I,~(j,, . . . A. (4.3) 
The set {(iI , . . . , i,) 1 n 2 0, ij E Z} has a monoid structure defined by juxtaposition, 
i.e., 
(ii, . . . , L)~(jl , . . . ,j,) = (iI, . . . , L,~I, . . . ,j,). (4.4) 
The following fact is obvious from the definition. 
Lemma 4.1. In Z”, if 
(4, . . . , i,) I,(jl, ..’ ,j”), 
then the set 
(4.5) 
{(k,, . . . , k,)l(il, . . . , i,) I,(kl, . . . , k,) S(jl, ... A)> (4.6) 
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is finite and 
(i 1, . . . , i.)o(L, . . . , M S(jl, . . . ,j.)oU~, . . . ,M 
(1 r, . . . , L)o(ii, . . . , i,) I$r, . . . , L)o(ji, . . . ,j,) 
for any (1 1, . . . ) 1,)EZ”. 0 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
We will say that the monomial Zi, ... Zi,, is higher in the ordering than the 
monomial Zj, ... Zjn if (jr, . . . , j,) I,(il, . . . , i,). Define the length of the monomial 
zi, ...Zin to be ~1. Denote by T(ir, . . . , i,), il , . . . , i, E Z, the span of all monomials 
zj, ... Zj, (r 2 0; if r = 0, it is understood to be 1) which are either higher in ordering 
than the monomial Zi, ... Zi” or of length less than n. If Zi, ... ZinE T(il, . . . , i,), we say 
that Zi, ... Zi,, is reducible, otherwise we say that it is irreducible. 
From [7, Theorem 6.31, we know that 52(L(;1)) can be spanned by irreducible 
elements (in obvious sense), where A is any dominant integral weight. Also from 
[7, Proposition 6.21, we know that Zi, ... Zi” is reducible if any consecutive part of 
Zi, ... Zim is reducible. 
For two elements 
~L1,C12ESpan{Zi,...Zi~lInO0,i,, . . . . i,EZ), 
we define 
PI = p2(mod T(jl, . . . A) * pl - p*E T(jl, . . . ,j,). (4.9) 
For k = 1,2 or 3, we use a formal variable [ to define the rational numbers 
1 = bk(0), bk( l), b,(2), b,(3), . . . by the following equations: 
F(i) = 1 b,(p)P’, 
$720 
G(5) = c b,(p)iP, 
PZO 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
ff(i) = C b,(p)iP. 
pa0 
(4.12) 
We shall first use only a few b,(p) and give them as follows: 
bl (0) = 1, bl (1) = -2, bl (2) = 2, b,(3) = -2; 
b*(O) = 1, b,(l) = 0, b,(2) = 0, b,(3) =+; (4.13) 
b,(O) = 1, b,(l) = 0, b,(2) = 0, b,(3) = - 4. 
Now equating coefficients of all the monomials ci[‘,, i, jE2!, on both sides of the 
equation in Proposition 2.3, and using (4.10), we have 
C bl(P)(Zi-pZj+p - Zj-pZi+p) 
P20 
= ${&(V%, c+-‘+j + &(V4Cr, E)O’-j}Zi+j -A(- l)iiSi+j.o. (4.14) 
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Equating coefficients of all the monomials [i, [‘, , i, j E Z, on both sides of the equation 
in Proposition 3.4, and using (4.11), we have 
1 b2(P)(Zi-pZj+p + zj-pzi+p) 
PtO 
= _zcl {co-i+j + &j _ 2(-l)‘+j)Zi+j - 9(-l)‘C16i+j,O). (4.15) 
Equating coefficients of all the monomials [i cl, i, j E Z, on both sides of the equation 
in Proposition 3.11, and using (4.12), we have 
1 b3(p)(Zi-pZj+p - zj-pzi+p) 
pzo 
= -~~~-i-(-l)i+j(ui) Yi+j+ 12C:i(-1)‘6i+j,O. 
The next proposition follows immediately from Eq. (4.15). 
(4.16) 
Proposition 4.2. For i, j E Z such that i 2 j we have 
ZiZjE T(i,j). 0 (4.17) 
Proposition 4.3. For iEZ, we have 
ZiZi+ 1 E T(i, i + 1). (4.18) 
Proof. Taking j = i + 1 in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) and adding them we observe that 
(b,(O)-b,(l) +bZ(O))ZiZi+lET(i,i+ 1). 
Now the proposition follows from (4.13). IJ 
Proposition 4.4. For i E Z such that i f 2 (mod 3) we have 
ZiZi+x E T(iy i + 2). 
Proof. First observe that, for j E Z, 
2j+2fO(mod3) o 
Therefore, using Corollary 
Yzi+2 = 0. 
j f Z(mod 3). (4.21) 
3.9 and the hypothesis i f 2 (mod 3), we have 
Now takingj = i + 2 in (4.15) and (4.16), using (4.13), we get 
ZiZi+a + Zi+zZiE T(i, i + 2)~ 
ZiZi+Z - Zi+zZiE T(i, i + 2)~ 
From (4.23) and (4.24), we get (4.20). •l 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
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Proposition 4.5. For i E Z such that i f 0 (mod 3), we have 
ZiZi+ 3 E T(i, i + 3). 
Proof. First note that 
igO(mod3) o 2i+3$O(mod3). 
So by Corollary 3.9 we have 
Yzi+j = 0. 
Now taking j = i + 3 in Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), and using (4.13), we get 
$ZiZi+j + Zi+jZiET(i, i + 3), 
3ZiZi+3 - Zi+3ZiE T(i, i + 3), 
From (4.28) and (4.29), we get finally 
4ZiZi+3 E T(i, i + 3). 
This proves the proposition. 0 
71 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
Let 0 = (i 1, . . . , i,)EP’. We call 19 standard if it satisfies the following conditions: 
. . 
tI < l2 < ... < i, < 0, 
i,-i,_l 22 for 2 I p I n, 
ifi,_,=O(mod3) theni,-&,> for2<p<n, (4.3 1) 
ifi,_I=l(mod3) theni,-i,_,>3 for2Ip<n, 
ifi,_I-2(mod3) then&-i,_,#3 for2Ipsn. 
Proposition 4.6. We have the following spanning sets 
(1) Q(L(3h:)) = span{Zi, ...Zi;v3,,;I n 2 0, (iI, . . . , i,) is standard and i, < -l}; 
(2) Q(L(A)) = span{Zi, ...Zin.vAln 2 0, (iI, . . . , i,) is standard and i, # -2}, here 
A = h,* + h: - d*. 
Proof. From the principally specialized character formulas (3.3) and (3.4), we know 
that 
Z_ 1 ’ v3,,7 = 0, z-2. v~jp+~~_@ = 0. (4.32) 
Note that the above conditions (4.31) are the same as the following conditions: 
il < i2 < ... < i, < 0, 
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i,-ii,_, 22 for 2 I p I n, 
ifi,_rf2(mod3) theni,-i,-,>2 for2<p<n-I, 
if&-r$O(mod3) theni,-i,-r#3 for2IpIn-1. 
The proposition follows from Propositions 4.24.5. 0 
(4.33) 
5. A basis for rlz (L (3h T)) 
In this section we show that the spanning set for Q(L(3h:)) given in Proposition 4.6 
(1) is indeed a basis for S2(L(3h:)). As a consequence of this we get a Z-algebra proof of 
one of the two conjectures of Capparelli (see [2, Theorem 211). 
Throughout this section we shall denote by v,, a nonzero highest weight vector 
u1 @ u1 @ u1 of L(h:) @ L(h:) @ L(hT), here ur is a nonzero highest weight vector of 
L(V). 
Let [ be a formal variable. Recall that 
1-c 1+[3 1’3 
F(i) = -. 
1+<1 ( ) 
For 1 I U, u I 3, we denote by n(u, tl) the integer 
n(u, u) = 36,,. - 1 = 
i 
2 if u = u, 
-1 if u #u. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
We shall write E * (a, [) for the formal Laurent series E * (a, [, n,, 3) in 5-r when 
applied to a vector of L(h:). Now, using [7, Proposition 3.41, we have 
Z(“)(c(, [l)Z(“)(c(, c2) = c:.F ; 
0 
n (U, VI 
.Q, (5.3) 
2 
where 1 s u, u I 3 and Q is the tensor product of three factors, the ith tensorand being 
E-(--n(i, u)~, il)E-(-n(i, ~)a, i,)E+(-n(i, ~)a, Sr)E+(--n(i, u)~, 12) 
for 1 I i I 3. 
(5.4) 
Hence, for m commuting formal variables [r, . . . , c,,,, we have 
n(*..r,) 
Z(“)(Cx, Cl) ... Z(rm)(cc c ) = cr;. 3 m I1 F; 
0 
.J I,, , Im 3 (5.5) 
l<u<u<rn ” 
where J,,, , r,,, is the tensor product of three factors, the ith tensorand being 
fi E-(-n(i,rj)a,[i). fi E+(-n(i,rj)cc,ij) 
j=l j=l 
for 1 I i I 3. 
(54 
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Now from Eqs. (5.5) and (3.9) we have 
where Jr,, , rm is defined as above. 
For the sake of convenience we define the following Laurent series in a formal 
variable i-’ when applied to a vector of L(h:) @ L(h:) @ L(h:): 
E”‘(i)=E-(-2c(,i,n,,3)OE-(cr,i,n,,3)OE-(a,i,n,,3), 
E'2'(1)=E-(ol,5,~1,3)OE-(-2c(,i,~l,3)OE-(cc,i,~l,3), 
E’3’(1)=E-(cr,i,~1,3)OE-(~,i,nr,3)OE-(-22c(,i,~1,3), 
E(i) = E”‘(i) + Ec2’(<) + Ec3’(c). 
Note that (5.8)-(5.10) can be written as 
E”‘(i)= E-(-n(l,i)cc,i)OE-(-n(2,i)cr,i)OE-(-n(3,i)a,i) 
for 1 I i < 3. Write 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
EC’) = c E”‘j.-’ (5.13) 
j20 
for I = 1,2 or 3 and 
E(c) = C E_j[-? (5.14) 
jr0 
For m > 0 set 
PA l,...,cm)=~lf. (5.15) 
and 
Sm(i 1, ... 9 inI) = Z(a, il)~~~Z(~,im)~~O. 
Note that from (5.7) we have 
9nI(i 19 *.. ,LJ = P,(il, ... ?im)-fm(il> ... >i,). 
For B = (PI, . . . , B,,,)E N” and formal variables [, Cl, . . . , i,,,, define 
is = cpl . . . rim, 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
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(5.20) 
Also define fm,a nd gm,B by 
fm(i l,...,im)' 1 
p=(~,,...,a.,,~r,,.fm,gi-p 
and 
gm(C 1, . . ..i.)= 1 SmJP, 
8=@1. ,LJm)Er”t 
respectively, where 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
r,= {B=(P1, ~~.,PnI)~~mI~(Pl, . ..?Bln)2(0. . . ..O)> 
(recall the definition (4.1) of z). 
(5.23) 
Denote by V[,,,, the span of all elements Zj, ... Zj,. uo, 0 I r I m, j,, . . . ,j, E Z, i.e., 
VI,] = span fzj, “~Zj,,~VOlO I r I m,jl, . . . ,jleZ}. (5.24) 
Then we have 
o:= V[_l] s V[O] c I/rl] E ... E v (5.25) 
and 
v = u I/r*,. (5.26) 
mt0 
Furthermore, by Eqs. (5.17) and (5.22), we have 
T/rm, = span{g,,p10 I r 5112, BENj*}. 
We have the following 
(5.27) 
Lemma 5.1. For all m 2 0, 
Vrml = span{fi,a10 5 r I m, T(BI, . . . ,P*> 2 O}. (5.28) 
Proof. Let 
W,,, = span{fr,810 I r I m, ~(PI, . . . ,P*) L 01. 
Writing 4i for ii-‘, 1 5 i 5 r, the identity 
Sl(i 1, . . ..i.)= c SlJP? 
B=c~~. ,fldEr, 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
where tfl = cfl ... tpr r may be viewed as a formal power series in tl, rz /tl, t3/t2, . . . , 
4J4, - t , since 
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Similarly, the identity 
fr(ii, ... >i,) = 1 LpP 
B=W1. --..Br)Err 
(5.32) 
may also be viewed as a formal power series in tl, t2/t1, . . . , (,/&_ 1. Furthermore, 
P,(il, ‘.. I ir) = 4. 
1 .i!“~rF(~)2 
(5.33) 
is a formal power series in t2 /5i, (f3/t2, . . . ,5,/c,_ 1 with constant coefficients. 
Since 
sx 1, ... 3 5,) = Pr(51, ... 9 L)..L(51, ... 9 5,), (5.34) 
the coefficients of gr(tl, . . , 5,) are linear combination of coefficients off*(ti, . . . , 5,). 
It follows that 
V[rn] E Wtrn1. (5.35) 
Now the lemma follows since p,([, , . . , 5,) is invertible as a formal power series. 0 
For 1, m 2 0 define 
~I,I,-I=sP~~(~*,~IO<~I~,(P~, . . ..Pr)~r., IBI =1>, 
and 
B(m, i) = {/?e kJ”: Ifi1 = I, (-pi, . . . , -/I,) is standard). 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
Lemma 5.2. For m, 1 2 0, 
(5.38) 
Proof. For 0 = (0,) . . . , &,JEZ~, let F(8) (resp. G(g)) denote the span of all mono- 
mials fi,, (resp. gr,p) such that either r -c m or r = m and p cr 8. Eq. (5.18) implies 
gm,e =fL(mod F(g)). (5.39) 
(here “ = ” has similar meaning as (4.9)). Since p,(il, . . . , (‘,) is invertible, we have 
.LJ = g,,e(mod G(g)). (5.40) 
Also it is clear from the definition that 
F(e) = G(e) for all eEzm. (5.41) 
Nowlet~~B(r,I)besuchthat~,20,~,+/?,_,20,...,/3,+ ... +/?i20,sothat 
gigs = O(mod G(B)) (5.42) 
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thanks to Propositions 4.2-4.5. Therefore 
fr.~ = sl,a(modG(8)) 
= 0 (mod G(p)) 
= 0 (modF(/I)). (5.43) 
Let r, c T/rml, -I denote the set of all f*,p such that fi,&pan { j&: 0 I k I m, 
y E B(k, I)}. If r, is not empty, choose an element fr,p such that Y is minimal. There are 
only a finite number of y E Y, such that y cr j?. We may and do suppose that B is 
minimal. Now by (5.43) we get 
fi,aEspan{fk,y: 0 I k I m, yEB(k, 1)). 
This contradicts our assumption. Hence r, must be empty. This proves the 
lemma. l-J 
Set 
Zi = -2Cr_i 0 t-’ 
for i > 0, i G f 1 (mod 6). We have 
E-(aYl,nl,l)=exp[iZ i$iOdh;iC-j. 
Note that for 1 I r I 3 we have 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
Y Y 
where 
Y 
(5.46) 
y:{t~Z:t>Oandt= fl(mod6)}-,N 
such that all but finitely many y(t) are zero, 
II Y II = CtY(t) 
(5.47) 
(5.48) 
and for k = 1,2 or 3, 
(_ n(k, ,),yy, = (- 0, ~)ZI)‘(~).(- n(k, T)z~)~(~) 
Y(l)! Y(5)! 
. . (- n(k, r)zJy(‘) 
y(t)! ... . (5.49) 
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Let 
%! := % [ [z,: t > 0 and t = + 1 (mod 6)]] (5.50) 
denote the Z-module consisting of all formal integral linear combinations of products 
of the elements z,(s) := zf/s! . Then @ is an algebra over Z. If a, b lie in the maximal ideal 
of non-units of @ and we define a@) = (as/s!) E% for SE N, then 
(a + b)‘“’ = i a(i)b(s-i) 
i=O 
(5.51) 
exp(a) = f aCi) 
i=O 
are elements of @. 
Let F be a field of characteristic 2 and 
@F:=%QOQO@F. 
Set 
fm*(11, ... ,inJ =fm(ir, ... ,LJo 1, 
(E’“‘((,) ... E”qi&).uO)* = (E’“‘([,) ... E”“‘((,).UO) Q 1 
forlIr,,...,r,I3,and 
(E(i,) ... E(i,).uo)* = (E(i,) ... E(i,).uo)O 1, 
be the elements of +YIF [ [11, . . . , L,,]]. Also let 
f:s =_&s 0 1, 
(E”% . . . E?‘y~.uo)* = (E”‘], . . . E$;.oo)@ 1 
and 
(E-j, ... E-j,,,.uo)* = (E-j, .‘. E_j,.uo) Q 1 
for 1 I ri, . . . ,r,,,13andm,j,, . . . . j,>O. 
Define for 12 0. 
v&, -I = van { .LTb : 0 2 r I m, /?EB(I, I)). 
Note that 
dim, ‘~1, -1 < dim ~rm1. - 1 
qt-l,,-l - c bn-1l,-l’ 
Before we come to main theorems of this section, we make two remarks. 
(5.52) 
(5.53) 
(5.54) 
(5.55) 
(5.56) 
(5.57) 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 
(5.60) 
(5.61) 
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Remark 5.3. Note that, for 1 I u < v s m and 1 5 r,,, I, < 3, we have 
FF 0 
n(r.*r,)-2 
= 1 (mod 2) (5.62) 
” 
i.e., the coefficients of (S./[V)i, i > 0, in the left-hand side of the above congruence are 
even integers. Therefore by (5.16) (5.54)-(5.56) we have 
fm*(il, ..* 3 inl) = c (E’“‘((,) ... E"m)(~m).u,,)* 
l<r,,...,r,53 
= (E(i,) ... E(i,)~v,)*. (5.63) 
In particular, we have 
fib = (E-p(l) ... E-,qm).vo)*. (5.64) 
For ie N we may write i = 2’O. ii, where &EN and ii~2N + 1. For i>O and 
i f 0 (mod 3) define 
w. = @‘o) 
II . 
(5.65) 
Note that Wi is indecomposable. For i > 0, i $ O(mod 3), we define the degree of wi to 
be 1 and extend in a natural way this notion of degree to the monomials in wi and their 
tensor products. 
Remark 5.4. From the definitions (5.8)-(5.14) of EC’), etc., (1 < r < 3), Eq. (5.46) and 
definition (5.2) of n(i, r) (1 I i, r 5 3), it is clear that the least degree of the monomials 
occurring with odd coefficients in E-j (j > 1) is 2 and such a monomial occurs in the 
following way: 
1 Q Wi Q wk, WiQlQWk, Wi Q wk Q 1, 
wherei,k>O,i,k$O(mod3)andi+k=j. 
We are now in a position to prove the following 
Proposition 5.5. Let m, 1 2 0. Then, modulo V$_ 1l, _,, the set 
(5.66) 
is linearly independent. 
Proof. For i > 1, set 
C?li = 1 @ Wi’ @ Wi”, (5.67) 
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where i’ and i” are defined as follows: 
y if iEO(mod6) 
i’ = 
p if i E +l (mod6) 
f if i = +2(mod6) 
q if i=3(mod6), 
(5.68) 
and 
. I, 
1 = i - i’. (5.69) 
By considering various cases of modulo 3 and 6, it is not hard to check that for 
/IEB(~, I) with /I,,, > 1 
p; >p;> ... >p; (5.70) 
and 
/I;’ > p; > .‘. > p;. (5.71) 
Now choose /?E B(m, I) with /3,,, > 1 to be maximal in lexicographic ordering. Note 
that the monomial 
WL?, ... g/J,)@ 1 
occurs in f& with coefficient 1, while it occurs in f<a with a # /I, aeB(m, 1) and 
c(, > 1, with coefficient 0. Here we have used the Remarks 5.3 and 5.4. This proves the 
proposition. 0 
The next theorem follows from Propositions 4.6 and 5.5, and Eqs. (5.24) and 
(5.26). 
Theorem 5.6. The space SZ(L(3hf)) has a basis 
{Zi, ..’ Zj”’ uo: n 2 0, (iI , . . . , i,) is standard and i, < - l}. 0 (5.72) 
As a consequence of the above theorem, we get 
Theorem 5.7. Let PI(n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts which are 
congruent to 2, 3, 9, 10 modulo 12. Let P2(n) denote the number of partitions of n into 
distinct parts which are congruent to 0,2,3,4 module 6. Let P3(n) denote the 
number of partitions n = bI + ... + 6, of n such that (1) 6, > 1 andfor 1 I i I m - 1, 
(2) bi_bi+l>2, (3) if biEO(mod3) then bi_bi+l>2, (4) if biEl(mod3) 
then bi - bi+l z 3, (5) if bi = 2(mod 3) then bi - bi+ 1 > 3. Then 
PI (n) = Pz (n) = P3 (n). 
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Proof. The fact Pi (n) = Pz (n) follows directly from the product identity 
nijo(l - q 12n+2)-1u - 4 12n+3)-l(1 _ q12n+9)-l(1 _ q12n+10)-l 
= fi (1 + q6”+2)(1 + q6n+3)(1 + q6n+4)(1 + q6n+6). 
n=O 
(5.73) 
The fact Pl (n) = Ps(n) follows from (3.3), Theorem 5.6 and [7, Theorem 7.41. 0 
Remark 5.8. This theorem was conjectured by Capparelli (see [2, Theorem 21.A]) 
using a different approach of studying standard modules. The approach used here is 
more closely related to the Z-algebra theory, and hence vertex operator algebra 
theory. Also the partitions given here are exactly the same as the those given in [2], 
but they seem more natural since they use difference conditions instead of sum 
conditions. 
6. A basis for r(z (~(htj + /zT - d*)) 
In this section we show that the spanning set for R(L(h,* + hf - d*)) given in 
Proposition 4.6 (2) is indeed a basis for Q(L(h,* + h: - d*)). We continue to use 
notations from previous sections, including Section 5. 
First we need to find a highest weight vector for L(h$ + h: - d*) in L(hf) 0 
Uh:) 0 Uhf). 
Lemma 6.1. L(hg + hT - d*) can be viewed as a submodule ofL(hf) @ L(h:) @ L(h:) 
with highest weight vector Z?\ ’ vo, 2’31 .vo or Z(3)1. vo. 
Proof. Recall Eqs. (3.6)-(3.9). We have 
Z”~~a,i)~0=~~E~(-~a,i,n~,3)~~0E~(a,i,~~,3)~~0E~(a,~,~~,3)u~ 
(6.1) 
and 
E-(-2a,c,nl,3)vl =exp -6 1 ( (- 2a)_i@ t’i_i vl i>l 3i 
a-i@ t-’ 
= exp 
4 1 
izl i 
= u1 + 4(ael 0 t-‘)vl.i-’ 
+ (terms with higher power of [- ‘) (6.2) 
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and 
Li@ t-’ 
= exp -2 1 i 
izl 
So we get 
= VI - 2(cr_r 0 t-‘)vr .i-’ 
+ (terms with higher power of c-r). (6.3) 
+4(L10t-‘)u10ul@vl. (6.4) 
Now we see that it is necessary to know what is c._ r @ t- ‘. Following Section 8 of [7], 
we can know (the process is straightforward but tedious, we omit details) 
U-1 0 t-’ = i(2fo +fr), 
where ,I is a nonzero complex number. This implies 
(m-1 Ot-‘h = Whu, +.flh) = ~flU1, 
since foul = 0. Thus we have 
;z’L:u,= -2v~ou~~f~v~-2v~of~u~ov~ +4frul@ur@ul. 
Similarly, we have 
Az’2:vg= -2v~ou~of~u~+4u~of~v~ov~-2f~u,~v~~v~, 
1 
and 
~z'3:uo=4v~@ul@fiu1-2u~@f~v&v~-2fiu10ul~vl. 
1 
Now from (6.7)-(6.9) we know 
C?j’Z!‘r Ug = 0 for 1 5 i 5 3, j = 0, 1. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
At last, it is obvious that each Z’i’, u0 has weight hd f hf - d* and hence generates 
a submodule of L(h:) @ L(h:) @ L(hr) which is isomorphic to ,!,(hg + hr - d*) as 
fi (v)-modules. 0 
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By the way, from (6.7)-(6.9), we see 
span{Z?: uo, Z!?{ vo, Z!!\ uo} c (L(h:) @ L(h:) 0 L(h&+ai, 
and actually it is easy to check 
(UC) 0 L(Q) 0 UG))J/I-a; 
=span{olOulOfi~,,v,Of~u~Ou~,f~~,O~,O~,}, 
where cc; is the simple root of 
J?G))3hi-ai is the weight space 
Note that the determinant 
-2 -2 4 
-2 4 -2 =o 
4 -2 -2 
and Z-r =O. ,^. 
G(v) corresponding to el and (L(h:) OL(h:)O 
of I @ L(h:) @ L(hT) with weight 3hf - 4. 
We shall use Z!?{uo as our highest weight vector for L(hg + h: - d*). 
For m + 1 commuting formal variables cl, . . . , &,,+ 1, let J,,, ,,, ,rm,lm + ,, where 
1 I Yr, 1.. ,r,i3 andr,,, = 3, denote the tensor product of three factors, the ith 
tensorand being 
mfl ItI+1 
n E-(-n(h rj)& lj 1' n E+(-n(i, rj)% ij), (6.11) 
j=l j=l 
where i = 1,2,3. 
Set 
K I ,,.,,, I??+, = fi F(i,li,+,)“““~3’.J,,* ..,I m+,? (6.12) 
u=l 
where 15 rl, . . . ,r,,, I 3 and rm+l = 3. Then we have 
Z(“Y& Cl) ... Z(rm)(C1, i*)Z(3)(C(, im+l) = cy n fYi,/i”)““~~‘~~K,, .Im + I9 
l~U<lJllTl 
(6.13) 
here r,+1 = 3 (compare (5.5)). 
Now from Eqs. (6.13) and (3.9) we have 
Z(% t-1) ... Z(4 im)z(3)(4 L+1) 
(6.14) 
where r,,,+ 1 = 3. 
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For m > 0, set 
P,(il, ... 3 LJ = 6. n FL/1J2> (6.15) 
1 <;ucu~m 
hm(i 1, ... 9 i,) = Z(& iI) *.. Zb, 1,)-e%, (6.16) 
e&l, . . . , LJ = lsr,,~,r..,,{ ~~~~“~~F(r”/ru).‘ru,ru)-2.~r,.,.....r~}, (6.17) 
where I,,, ,,,,, is the coefficient of &: 1 in the expansion of K,,, ,,, , rm + , . u,, (Y,+ 1 = 3), 
that is, 
I *,, ,,,,,m = E’“‘([,) ... E(rm)([&E(3:.ug 
- 2 f [,n(r,, 3)E’“‘(~,) ... E(rm)([m).E~3).u,,. (6.18) 
u=l 
From (6.14)-(6.17) it is clear that 
Mi 1, . . . , M = pdi~, . . . , LJ~e,(il, ... , id 
Define h,,, and em,P as follows: 
h,(i I, . . . ,5,) = 1 h,,,P’, 
Berm 
e,(il, . . . , LJ = p;, em,pi-a, 
E “I 
where 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
C8={B=(D1, .~.,Bm)E~m:~(D1, . . ..Brn.l)2(0,’ 3 O)> . . (6.22) 
(recall the definition (4.1) of 7). 
Denote by IV,,,,, the span of all elements Zj, . . . Zj;Z?:. u,,, 0 I r I m, 
jl , . . . ,j,E& that is, 
WM = span{Zj, ... Zj~‘Z’3:‘V,:O I r I m,jl, . . . ,jrEiT). (6.23) 
By Eqs. (6.16) and (6.20) we have 
Lemma 6.2. For all m I 0, 
WL,I = wn{e,,fl :0 I I I m,/?ETi}. 
Proof. Let 
TM = span{e,,fi: OSrl rn,BEY:}. 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
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For B = (PI, . . . , /$)E I”:, define c(~ as follows: 
a#9 = (El, ... , GL 
where 
(6.26) 
cli = pi for 1 5 i I Y - 1, (6.27) 
cI,=/$+l. (6.28) 
Recall the definition (5.23) of Y,. Since DE Y,! we have CQ E r,. Define 
T,(i 1, . . . , i,) = ii’ e,(il, . . . , L), 
W 1, . . . 3 i,) = ir- l h, (iI 5 . . . 2 ir). 
Then, by (6.19), we have 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
Ml, .*. , i,) = MI, . . . , i,). T,(i,, ... 3 ir). 
Writing 5i for [,r’, 1 I i I r, the identity 
(6.3 1) 
(6.32) 
where 5’~ = 5;’ ... &?, may be viewed as a formal power series in tl, 52/<1, t3/t2, . . . , 
Wi - 1, since 
5 ;’ ,..5,a’=5~‘+“‘+a,.(~2/5l)ol2+“‘+ol,...(5r/51_l)=r. 
Similarly, the identity 
T,(i,, . . . , L) = 1 e,,pP 
agsr, 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
may also be viewed as a formal power series in tl, t2/cf1, t3/t2, . . . ,5,/t,- 1. Further- 
more, 
PA 1, . . . >L) = 4. n F(i”/i”)2 (6.35) 
1 su<vsr 
is a formal power series in tl, t2/t1, 53/52, . . . , &/c,_ 1 with constant coefficients. 
Hence, by (6.31), the coefficients of S,(ll, . . . , (,) are linear combination of coeffi- 
cients of T,(c,, . . . , [,). It follows that 
W[r, E TM. (6.36) 
Now the lemma follows since p,(il, . . , i,.) is invertible as a formal power series. 0 
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For 1, m 2 0, define 
WM, -I = span {e,,p :o 5 r I m, /?E I”:, I/II = I}. 
Recalling the definition (5.37) of B(m, I), we have the following 
(6.37) 
Lemma 6.3. For m, 1 2 0, 
WM. -I = span {GJ :o I r I m, bEB(?., I)}. (6.38) 
Proof. For 0 = (0,) . . . , d,) E Z”, let F (0) (resp. G(0)) denote the span of all 
monomials e,, p (resp. II,, ,) such that r < m or r = m and p cr 8. The equation (6.19) 
implies 
h,,,,o = cm,8 (mod F(o)). 
Since p,(ir, . . . , c,,,) is invertible, we have 
e rn.0 E h,e (mod G(Q)). 
Also it is clear from the definition that 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
F(8) = G(8) 
for all e E P. 
(6.41) 
Now let B&B@, I) be such that BE r,‘, so that 
h,,, = 0 (mod G(B)) 
thanks to Propositions 4.2-4.5. Therefore 
e r,B = h,,, (mod G(B)) 
= 0 (mod G (/?)) 
(6.42) 
= 0 (mod F(P)). (6.43) 
Now the lemma follows by arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.2. 0 
Remark 6.4. Observe that, writing zr = -2x- I 0 t-r (see (5.44)), recalling the defini- 
tion (5.2) of n(u, u) and using (5.46), we have 
E~~~=(-n(l,r)z,)O1~1+1~(-n(2,r)z,)~1+1~1~(-n(3,r)z~), 
(6.44) 
where I = 1,2,3. We also have 
r$In(r,m)= in(m,r)=O foral1mE.Z. 
r=l 
(6.45) 
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Hence 
Also note that 
E”’ = 1 0 for r = 1 2 3 5 2 > (6.47) 
(6.46) 
by Eqs. (5.8)-(5.10) and (5.13). 
Remark 6.5. Observe that 
m-l m-l 
n W,II,)“(‘U*‘m’-2 = 1 - 2 C (n(r,, r,) - 2)&,/L,, 
!l=l U’l 
m-l 
+ 2 c @b-u, rm) - 2)21.2/5il 
u=l 
+4 1 (n(r,, r,) - 2Mr,, y,) - 2)1&/L 
1 <r#wsm-1 
+ terms containing higher powers of [; ‘. (6.48) 
Define F: ,,..., rm_, := F: ,....., ,_,(il, . . . , L-1) by 
l-I F(i,/i,)““uV’u’-2 = 1 + 2F:, rm_,. . , (6.49) 
1 ~u<ulm-l 
Note that FL .., .,.,,, _ 1 is a formal power series in [,/[, (1 I u < u I m - 1) with 
integral coefficients. 
For the sake of simplicity we introduce the following notations. 
m-l 
A ',,...,',,, = "cl Myu, 3F”“(i1) ... -@“‘~‘)(im-~)E~‘?~~o 
+ n(r In, 3)E”“([,) ... E('m-')(&,_l)E(Tmz)~~o 
It-1 
+ 1 [Jn(ru, r,) - 2)E”“([l) ... EC+ "(cm_ ,)I??', . uo, (6.50) 
u=l 
m-l 
B I,, . . ..lm = ~~li,~.(n(r,,r,)-2)n(r,,,3)E'"'(I1)...E"--"(i,-l).~o 
m-t 
+ 1 [,(n(r,,r,) - 2)n(r,, 3)E(‘1)(51) ... E@m-~)(~m-l)E(lml~~O 
v=l 
m-l 
- UT1 C(n(r,, r,) - 2)2n(r,, 3)E”“(i,) E(‘m-l)(L-1).~0 ... 
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x E”“([,) ... E(‘m-‘)(~,,-l)~~o}, 
and 
m-1 
C ,,,.,.,,,_, = c i,E”“(i,) ... EC-)(lm-#ho. 
u=l 
We shall also require the following lemmas. 
(6.51) 
(6.52) 
Lemma 6.6. We have 
c rI F(L/L) 
n (‘u, ‘c) - 2 
l<‘l,...,‘,<3 l~ucv~m-I 
.E’“‘([l) . . . E (‘m-l)(im-1)E(I;)E(3)1.u0 = 0. 
(6.53) 
Proof. The lemma can be easily checked by summing over Y, = 1,2,3 and using 
(6.46). q 
The proofs of the following Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 are similar. 
Lemma 6.7. We have 
m-l 
c c i,n(r,, 3)E”“(i1) ... E(‘m-l)(~~-l)E!;)~vo = 0. 0 (6.54) 
15’,,...,‘,<3 u=l 
Lemma 6.8. We have 
If-1 
c 
1 [.n(r,, r,,,)E(“) ... E(‘m-1)(~m-l)E(3~~vo = 0. 0 (6.55) 
15’,,...,‘,53 u=1 
Define C’,, . . . . ,,,, := Fi’,, .., ,,(il, . . . , i,) by 
n F(iulid “(‘u’t,)- 2 = 1 + 2F;;, ., ,,m. 
1 sucusm 
(6.56) 
Lemma 6.9. We have 
em(ily . . . , LJ = E(II)E(Iz) ... W,)E’_3ho + 2 c F” .I’,,...,‘,,,. ‘I, . . ..‘?I! 
1 S’,. . . ..‘mS 3 
(6.57) 
Proof. The lemma follows from (6.17), (6.56) and (5.11). 0 
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Remark 6.10. As we are going to deal with %& (see (5.53)), where IF is a field of 
characteristic 2, the term E([, ) . . . E([,) E’3: u. alone is going to be of importance on 
the right-hand side of the equation in Lemma 6.9. However, for p = (bl, . . . , /?,,,) E I”; 
with /I,,, = 1, the coefficient of [LPI ... iip” is em,P on the left-hand side of the equation 
in Lemma 6.9 (thanks to (6.21)), while the coefficient of [;p’ ..’ [iBrn in the expansion 
of E([,) ... .E([,)E’_3: .u. is 
E-,, ... E_,,,, E’3; .vo, 
which is equal to 0 because E_,_ = E _ , = 0. To avoid such technical difficulty which 
arises when jjm = 1 we introduce the notation t({, , . . . , [,_ I) as follows. 
Define 
t(i 1, . . . , [,_ 1) := the coefficient of ii’ in the expansion of e,(iI, . . . , i,). 
(6.58) 
Note that, for fi = (/II, . . . , /&,)E YA with Pm = 1, e,,,8 is the coefficient of 
iCP’ . . . [,Py-‘in the expression oft (iI, . . . ,~,_,).Weshallcomputet(~,, . . . ,[m_l). 
Recall the definitions (6.49)-(6.52). 
Lemma 6.11. We haoe 
ai 1, = . . . ,[,,_I) -2 1 {n(r,, 3)E’r”([1) ... E(rm-l)(~,_l)E(l’f~uo 
1 5 ‘I, r,, 5 3 
- 2Cr,x . . . . I,,_, - 2Br I,,.., r,,, + W ,,..., r,,_,Ar ,...., rm 
- 4&‘,, .rnr- I B,,, . . . r,>. (6.59) 
Proof. First note that using (6.17), (6.18) and (6.48), we can rephrase quation (6.58) as 
t(i 1, 1.. 9 L-1) = ~..~,~,“,~3~~~~<~~.,,F(~u/~“)“(,u,,u)-2.~r,.....r~}~ (6.60) 
where L,,, , r, is the coefficient of [, ’ in the expansion of 
‘P-1 
ujl F(i”/i,)“(ru,‘m)-2.~r,,.. ,rmj 
that is, 
L ,I. . . . ..??I = Ed’*” . . . E”-~“E!“;‘E!?~q, - 2A,,, ..., ,, + 48 ,I. ,I”,. (6.61) 
Now, using (6.60), (6.61) and Lemma 6.6, we have 
t(5 1, ... ,im-1) = -2 c ( l~~<~~~_,F(iyll”)““.~‘~)-2) 
1 <I,... ,r,,s3 
.(A’,, .rm - W,, ,r,J (6.62) 
Now from (6.50) and Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 we get Lemma 6.11. 0 
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For /I = (pi, . . . , /I,,,) E Yh, we define Zmm,s by
em, B if Pm # 1, 
kP = 
‘e -2 m,B if /jm = 1. 
Also define 
Lemma 6.12. For m, 12 0, 
WM, -I = span 1% B :0 I r < m, PEB(r, l)}. 
(6.63) 
(6.64) 
(6.65) 
Proof. This lemma follows from Lemma 6.3 and (6.63). 0 
Set (compare (5.44)) 
Zi = -2CCi @ t’ (6.66) 
fori>O,i- +l(mod6). 
Let ff be a field of characteristic 2 and let %! and alF be as defined in (5.50) and (5.53), 
respectively. 
Define 
C(51, ... ,L)=Gl(i1, . . ..MOL (6.67) 
and 
a;,p = .zm,p @ 1. (6.68) 
For 1 2 0, let 
W$,, -I = span{z?P :0 < r < m, /?EB(r, I)}. (6.69) 
Note that 
dim, w&l, -I < dim W,ml* -I 
W&-Il.-l - c Wrm-IL-l 
(6.70) 
Remark 6.13. (i) If /I = (pi, . . . , pm) E B(m, I) is such that /?,,, # 1, then by Lemma 6.9 
and Eq. (6.63) we have 
Z& = (E_@, ... E-BmxE(3)1w0)*r (6.71) 
here (E_p, ... E_p,.E(3;.vo)* := (E_8, ... E_p,.E(3\.vo)@ 1. 
(ii) If B =(/II, . . . , Pm) E B(m, 1) is such that Pm = 1, then by Lemma 6.11, Eq. (6.63) 
and the fact that em,B is the coefficient of [;fi’ ... &!7; ’ in the expansion of 
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al, ... , L-l), we have 
2.p = 1 n(r,, 3)(E!$, ... E!“b~‘),E(I,;).&))* 
1 < r,, .._ , r,,, < 3 
=(E-~,...E-Pm~,E(I:.vo)*+(E_8,...E-Bm~,E(2:.UO)*, 
since n(3,3) = 2 is even. 
(6.72) 
Now we can prove the following. 
Proposition 6.14. Let m, 1 2 0. Then modulo W&_ II. -I, the set 
RP :BeB(m, l), Bm f 2) 
is linearly independent. 
Proof. For i > 1, set (see (5.65) and (5.67)) 
(6.73) 
where i’ and i” are defined by (5.68) and (5.69) respectively. 
Recall that (see (5.70), (5.71)) for p~B(m, 1) with /c?,,, > 1, 
p; >p; > ... >p; (6.74) 
and 
p;>p;> ... >p;. (6.75) 
Define 
&=l@w*@l (6.76) 
and 
@r = l@wr@l. (6.77) 
Now choose p~B(m, 1) with Pm # 2 to be maximal in lexicographic ordering. By 
Remark 6.13 we note that the monomial 
(6.78) 
occurs m Cz,s with coefficient 1, while it occurs in .?z;,_ with CI # /I, aoB(m, 1) and 
IX,,, # 2 with coefficient 0. This proves the proposition. 0 
The next theorem, one of the main results of this paper, follows from Propositions 
4.6 and 6.14, and Eq. (6.23). 
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Theorem 6.15. The space Q(L(h,* + h: - d*)) has a basis 
{Zi, ... Zi”‘U1:n 2 0, (il , . . . , i,) is standard and i, # - 2), 
whereA=hg+h:-d*andvn=Z’3i. 0 
(6.79) 
As a consequence of the above theorem, we get 
Theorem 6.16. Let Ql(n) be the coejicient of q” in 
X(SZ(L(h,* + hT - d*))) = n (1 - q”)_1. “J (1 - 4? 
nz 1. 
II= *I, f3, fS(mod12) n E fZ(mdd 12) 
Let Q2(n) be the number of partitions of n into distinct parts which are congruent to 
0, 1, 3, 5 (mod6). Let Q3(n) be the number ofpartitions n = bl + ... b, ofn such that (1) 
b, # 2 andfor 1 I i I m - 1, (2) bi - bi+ 1 2 2, (3) ifbi E 0 (mod 3) then bi - bi+ 1 > 2, 
(4) i;f bi = 1 (mod 3) then bi - bi+ 1 # 3, (5) if bi E 2 (mod 3) then bi - bi+ 1 > 3. Then 
Ql(n) = Qz(n) = Q3(4 
Proof. The fact Q1 (n) = Qz(n) follows from the identity 
n (1 - q”)_1. “J (1 - 4”) 
nt 1. 
n= il. k3, f5(mod12) n = +2&d 12) 
= fi (1 + qbn+‘)(l + q6n+3)(1 + q6n+S)(l + q6”+y. 
n=O 
(6.80) 
The fact that Ql(n) = Q3(n) follows from (3.4), Theorem 6.15 and [7, Theorem 
7.41. rJ 
Remark 6.17. Same as Remark 5.8 except for a trivial change. 
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